Dragon Husband
Chapter 1506 Three Steps to Kill!
The picture that came out of Wen Ren Qingqing’s mind was–
When Wiliam was in the Burial Ground, he and Lin Jiang covered their faces and fought those from the
sect.
When Lin Jiang was weak, Wiliam fully demonstrated his qualities as a nanny.
The azure air quickly nourished Lin Jiang, allowing Lin Jiang to recover a lot of internal strength in just
ten seconds.
Now, in front of you!
Isn’t it a repeat of the scene at that time?
It was the first time Wen Ren Tianqing saw the azure aura on Wiliam’s body.
He only felt a kind of magical impact on the picture.
Then a few seconds later, Wiliam’s Qingbi aura disappeared, his face was no longer pale, and his breath
was no longer panting.
Those bruises and small scars on his body healed at a speed visible to the naked eye.
This scene stunned everyone!
“I’m riding a horse! What the hell is this!” Someone couldn’t help but call out in shock.
The strength that Wiliam showed was unprecedented!
This is Wiliam’s first show!
Today’s Wiliam has given countless people a powerful horror!
Physically tough!
Shenbing Silver Needle!
Now, why not bring your own reply!
The same stunts are shocking!
Li Nianyi, who was in the corner below, wanted to kneel on the ground and call Grandpa Wiliam!
When he lost to Wiliam, he always felt very unconvinced in his heart.

Because Wiliam defeated him somehow.
But now, any kind of combat power Wiliam used was enough to hang him a thousand times.
Grandpa Lu!
Impressed!
Wiliam didn’t speak, and rushed forward after replying.
Wen Ren Tianqing was so angry that he hurriedly said dirty words.
But this time, he started to struggle!
In the previous several fights, Wen Ren Tianqing tried every means to get rid of this snake in order to
get a short time to recover his internal strength.
Does he dare now?
As soon as he broke free from the battle, Wiliam brought his own reply.
The gap between the physical strength and internal strength of the two will only get bigger and
bigger.
Could it be that he can only be entangled on his own initiative and not let him have time to recover?
Thinking of this most scientific response, Wen Ren Tianqing was in tears.
Isn’t this what Wiliam wanted to do from the beginning?
Now, are you forced to cooperate?
This is too terrible!
“Ah!” Wen Ren Tianqing was a little distracted with his heart full of complexity.
Everyone can see with naked eyes that a few teeth popped out of his mouth while Wenren Tianqing
was flying upside down.
This is the first time Wenren Tianqing has been injured and the first time he has been beaten up!
And Wiliam’s body is like lightning, and he doesn’t let Wen Ren Tianqing go!
Falling to the ground, people are here again!
Wenren Tianqing on the ground was kicked into the air by Wiliam again!
Half-air Wiliam has another knee attack!
Ruthlessly against Wenren Tianqing’s waist!
The teeth of everyone who saw it were sore!

With this top, the man’s waist is tight.
Wiliam didn’t let it go, and continued to punch Wenren Tianqing’s face like a blast!
But everyone saw another anomaly!
Wiliam’s fist didn’t carry any internal force at all!
Otherwise, just the few punches just now are enough to kill Wenren Tianqing’s life!
A weird thought came to everyone’s mind.
Wiliam wouldn’t want to beat Wenren Tianqing to death with such savage fists and kicks!
Then this is too arrogant!
Wen Ren Tianqing’s injuries now on his body are confirming a famous saying from the ages-it is not
very harmful and extremely insulting!
Wen Ren Tianqing was careless, and had already lost all the games.
He couldn’t keep up with his internal strength, and was attacked by Wiliam like a storm, completely
losing the ability to fight back.
A few minutes later.
The scene is terribly quiet!
I could only hear the sound of fists hitting the flesh.
Wenren Tianqing looks terrible now!
Covered with blood, there is no sound at all!
He seemed to be in a coma.
And everyone couldn’t bear to watch it anymore.
This is the most amazing scene that has happened in the ages.
A newcomer who just joined the sect directly beat the elder fat into this!
The following grams are on!
Incredibly strong!
Wiliam had said all the arrogant things before, and now they have been fulfilled one by one!
He said let ten strokes, really let it.
He said that the following grams are used, it is really grammatical!

He said that a pair of fists were more than enough, and he really knocked the elders unconscious!
Now, there is only one sentence, but it hasn’t really been realized!
That’s-endless death!
However, if we look at this trend, it is only a matter of time.
“Enough!” Wen Ren Tianyi called out first.
His look is very ugly!
I thought this kid could be sanctioned easily today.
Unexpectedly, even Wenren Tianqing was beaten into a coma!
This kid!
Once I underestimated him, now he has grown into a beast!
Wenren Tianqing has been beaten like this, this kid hasn’t stopped!
Visible the poison of its heart!
However, Wiliam didn’t even notice.
His face was stern, and he hit Wenren Tianqing’s body with one fist, and he didn’t even have the
slightest intention to stop.
Wen Ren Tianyi sprang up, rushed to Wiliam’s front, and slammed his fist at Wiliam!
Wiliam’s body flashed, and then he escaped Wen Ren Tianyi’s ultimate move.
“Boy, don’t go too far! Tianqing has already lost, so you still continue to attack! You will be cruel to a
person who has the ability to fight, he is still your elder! Your heart is shameful!” Wen Ren Tianyi stood
by. On the commanding heights of morality, he said coldly.
These words made Wiliam smile directly.
“It’s ridiculous! I’ve said it before, never dying! And I ask you! When Wenren Tianqing used three
abusive methods before, did you come out to stop Wenren Tianqing positively! And if I was caught If
I’m unconscious, will anyone jump out to stop it! Wenren Tianqing had the intention to kill me from the
beginning, and again and again! Using despicable means again and again, you all see it in your eyes,
Have you imposed sanctions on him! If you can’t do this, just get away from me!” Wiliam said coldly.
Every word is killing the heart!
The faces of those elders in Xianghualixue were scolded ugly.
This kid actually didn’t even put the fragrant flowers in his eyes.
However, they just couldn’t refute it.

As Wiliam said, from the beginning, everyone regarded Wiliam as a mortal person.
Wen Ren Tianqing just used a slightly improper method on the way to sanction, and it didn’t affect the
result.
But now, the ending is not what everyone imagined.
Facing Wiliam’s rhetorical questions, the scene was silent again.
Wenren Tianyi yelled coldly: “Laughter! Kid, I’ve already given you face! If you dare to attack Tianqing,
don’t blame…”
“Get out!” Wiliam suddenly roared, and a strong murderous intent flashed in his eyes!
In front of this sudden murderous intent, Wen Ren Tianyi’s body trembled.
Wiliam one step, one step!
To Wenren Tianyi!
first step!
His momentum went straight to the peak of the innate for half a step, as if there was another trace, he
could climb into the innate and break the secret realm!
Step two!
He was transformed into a drenched body, his eyes were red, like a demon!
third step!
Long live the demon lotus twinkles, turned out!
Three steps to kill!
The strongest state!
Wiliam was already standing in front of Wenren Tianyi, eyes like cold needles!
“I’ll count three seconds and don’t roll again!”
“Believe it or not, I’m even you!”
“Fight together!”

